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Abstract This paper studies the impact of domestic and foreign economic activity on mobility among regions. The shortage of human resources and demand continues in Eastern Europeans. Especially Ukrainians, have entered the Polish labor market to make up for the scarce areas. As a result, Poland's supply and demand in Ukraine is disproportionate. Minimum wage increases are putting continued pressure on employers. Therefore, the regression equation in the form of job-seeker's economic activity ratio, \( y = AX^2 + B \) (x=settlers) can be used to grasp the relationship between curves. According to the domestic and foreign workers who migrated, economic activities was rather than increasing the local population, the settlers of nearby large cities is more proportional. Empirical analysis has shown that the human resource hub has increased migration to large cities and industrial. The hub 'A' nation has been created for mobility in 4th wave re-industry, and the same re-industrialization (N₂) in other cities has attracted nearby human resources, but not settle. After all, the hub relationship between N₁ and N₂ is a mobile relationship. Due to wage inequality or a positive wellbeing chasm, workers are not settled plant area but a nearby city, or commuting between borders is easy to go into the hub central city. However, this proved on emerging from the relatively temporary settlers in the AI era.
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1. Introduction

Hub cities have moved or become established in the surrounding cities due to the migration of workers. This is because mobility in the 4th industry is increasing hub cities. The increase in hub cities, between nations, has also been strengthened, and the decline in peripheral cities has weakened the role of the country’s capital. The purpose of research is because human welfare and labor market factors affect the mobility on the 4th industry, of which surrounding cities are the increasing tendency to accelerate to become hub cities between cities in Eastern Europe. Externally, trade friction between the United States and China has negatively affected economic growth, including China’s heavy dependence on exports, sluggish Germany, and brexit, as existing economic growth in the EU has slowed. Meanwhile, neighboring Ukraine lost almost 23% of its population after gaining independence as a "leader" in terms of population decline[1,2]. They went into Poland.

But the weak economics of the EaP (Employee Assistance Program) have reduced fertility, increased mortality and reduced life expectancy. Emigration, however is the most important reason for population decline. In the past, people migrated to the Russian Federation in EaP countries, but these trends have changed over the past few years due to the weakening Russian economy and currency devaluation. Immigration patterns have turned mainly to other EU labor markets. Ukraine and Belarus have been spilled to Poland and Moldova have migrated to Italy and Georgians moved to other EU member states. The ideas presented by Poland and Sweden are mostly why the Visegrad Group, and other EU member states, have become so issue for the continued commitment of the best EaP. Humanistic Welfare for human resources will work in the next decade.

This, however, has not solved each demographic problem in the Eastern Region. Poland has seen unemployment continue to improve on hub cities near neighbours. This seeks to depart from a simple manufacturing base trading strategy and illuminate European hub (industrial) cities against changes in the welfare system and human resources associated with the fourth industrialization. Today, Poland and Hungary are already continually preparing from a global perspective, from traditional manufacturing to 4th wave re–industries.

2. Preliminary research

In terms of hubs for migration, Szeptycki (2016) compared the two countries in terms of France and Germany due to regional size, region and location[3]. The two countries are deeply interested in mutual cooperation. Such a situation is a direct neighbor, a complex general history. Today, economic relationships lead to mutual attraction. This is the attractiveness of the Polish labor market for Ukrainians when compared in Eastern Europe[4,5]. As a member of Poland, the western structure is a trade change with variables such as the threat of Russia. Despite these stakes, it is not easy for the two countries to effectively develop mutual economic cooperation and turn them into substantial strategic partnerships.

Gomulka (2019) mentioned the green island phenomenon depicting Poland[6]. During the period 2001–2004 (IA), Poland’s GDP growth was the lowest of the 8 transition countries in Central–North Europe[7]. Between 2001–2015, in some parts of Europe, the leaders in economic growth were Slovakia and Lithuania. In addition, Bulgaria, Latvia and Romania also achieved better results than Poland. The sure exception was Hungary. In relation to the period 2009–2015(II), Poland’s most differentiating category was that there was no banking crisis.
The reason was based on the low levels of household and corporate bank lending.

In particular, the "green island" phenomenon during the global financial crisis (2008–2009), the new danger that prevents Poland from technically able to further reduce development, inequality in most developed countries depends on the labor market and public debt, and on an unusually fast liberal transformation. This suggests that the labor market has tightened and wage pressures have intensified inflation. Right here, migration and settlement between cities has increased. The interest in limiting the effects of Europe–China is more urgent than now (the EC calls the PRC a "strategic competitor"). In European dimensions and EU member states both lacked 4th industrial production mechanisms. From these perspectives, the slowdown in China’s economy has convulsed its global impact. These competitions are increasing the hub for mobility and shared industries in urban regeneration.

With Szeptycki (2016)’s way, Polish wages were higher than Ukraine, they moved to Poland, which is linguistically relatively similar in communication and culture, in 2019, on the 30th anniversary of the transformation of Eastern Europe and Poland into a capitalist regime, changes in wages will accelerate the immigration and emigration of neighboring Eastern Europe. The shortage of human resources and demand continues in 2019 following in 2018. Eastern Europeans, especially Ukrainians, have recently entered the Polish labor market to make up for the scarce areas.

3. Hub mobility research

3.1 Mobility by city due to the wage

As a result, Poland’s supply and demand in Ukraine is disproportionate. Wage increases are putting continued pressure on employers. Since January 2019 Poland’s minimum wage has increased to PLN 2,250 per month (7.1% higher than in 2018). It shows making in such a way that the minimum wage freezes in the Czech Republic[8] and sudden changes in the size of Ukrainian migrant workers in neighboring countries. Recently, Poland’s legal wage increased to 14.70 zł (approx $ 3.77) in 2019, and increased by 7.3% to 13.70 zł (approx $ 3.52) in 2018. In 2019, wages increased by an average of about 6.4%. About 75% of Polish companies are raising employee salaries. This was due to the increase in household consumption and employment in April 2016 from the Polish government’s Family 500+ policy to support child support. From 2015 to November 2018, the unemployment rate can be found to decrease in 9.7% (1.56 mill), 8.2% (1.34 mill), 6.6% (1.08 mill) and 5.7% (9.5 mill).

![Fig. 1. Minimum wage (Local currency)](image)

Correlations from the above data on minimum wage indicate that Hungary and Poland have significant values with Ukraine, but not with Romania. This proves that the wages of the neighboring countries have been relatively high and have maintained their labor supply by raising their own wages. Conversely, a triangle relationship may mean that labor mobility is possible in cities with high wages. Then, what factors like chasm or wellbeing affect mobility other than wages in the triangular structure relations?
3.2 The Global Perspective

The main drivers of Poland’s growth were continued investment in public funds and private consumption, and investment in EU funds. Despite the lowest tax cuts in the Eastern and Europe, demand for labor still remains. Since joining the European Union in 2004, it has consistently achieved positive economic growth through increased regional exports, foreign investment inflows and one of the biggest beneficiaries of the Polish EU Fund. In particular, the 2009 global financial crisis recorded the only positive growth among EU member states. The banking industry has strengthened fiscal stability and diversified overseas investment and capital outflows, until it has come the 2011 Euro-zone fiscal crisis. The industry diversification, economic diversification and fiscal stability have led to sustain economic growth in Poland. At the time the growth rate was more than double rate. Economic growth has attracted outside workers, it however does not necessarily create urbanization or hubs. Finally, as a worker’s welfare, there are strong qualitative and cultural factors.

The Europe is making EV battery unionization, and EV Manufacturing keep reorganized battery supply[10,11]. The Panasonic battery strategy is being completed European scope, top—of—the—line supply chain management, integrated logistics. Korean EV Battery companies were entering into the market through triangular hubs of DE, PL, HU.

4. Empirical Analysis

How does mobility change in urban triangles? Are labor immigrants advanced or low level—quality manpower? Poland has been moving in from Ukraine, Lithuania, Russia, Belarus. And Hungary has migrated in from Romania, Slovakia, Ukraine. On the other hand, Poland and Hungarians commute to Germany.

A comparison of the number of job seekers registered in Eastern Europe with the number of dwellings, and a regression analysis of the economically active population and the number of registered job seekers show that hub for industries. In cities and regions the structure is being restructured in the manufacturing sector, a regional hub is creating and retaining on workers for migration inside and outside the country.

The following is a regression analysis of Hungary’s four neighboring electric vehicle—related batteries and the proportion of the population that has settled and the economic activity of job seekers in investment areas.

\[ Y=-20.32+1.86x-0.01x^2 \quad (1) \]

\[ Y=22.42*1.01^x \quad R^2=0.475156 \quad (2) \]

Regression analysis is a linear relationship analysis (1). If it put a squared term, they can analyze the relationship between the curves. For example, the ratio of job seekers’ economic activity takes the form of a concave (convex upward) quadratic curve that decreases at any group, which is a fixed and increasing as settlers.

However, in exponential function, (2) \( Y = 22.42 \times 1.01^x \). Although \( R = 0.475156 \) is still insufficient, the exponential function can explain natural population phenomena in real life.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Economically Active People</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Economically active population (persons) = -879.244.0066 = 4,167.2531 * Average price, HUF/m2 + 17,280.2287 * Number, units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average price, HUF/m2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number, units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T (5%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
However, natural migration along the exponential function can not be observed in various surrounding areas introduced on the 4th industrial life. Regional hubs are also hubs of manufacturing bases, and jobs are not growing exponentially but the region grows.

Therefore, a regression equation in the form of job-seeker’s economic activity ratio, y = AX²+B, (x=settlers), can be used to grasp the relationship between curves. According to the domestic and foreign workers who migrated, economic activities was rather than increasing the local population, the settlement of nearby large cities is more proportional. When compared with the existing manufacturing industry(N₁), it could be analyzed that the manufacturing industry for the 4th wave industry(N₂) is making hubs on the surrounding cities [12, 13].

When comparing European housing prices, Hungary and Poland showed a surge (2017 to early 2020). It’s correlation between housing prices between triangular hub cities in production-related countries. This led to rise settlers which are proved to have expanded into cities rather than production areas.

As Hungary’s welfare system has been reduced, its residence in well-being-equipped hub cities is becoming more crowded than its production base.

MNEs have continually relocated production factories to globalize the 4th wave re-industry(N₂) and ensure low wages. However, labor migration is moving faster. In the case of Europe, it will be concentrated in the existing Visegrad area, which is the existing hub factory(N₁), and will be turned into a hub and automated. As building a gravity hub it is to attract human resources from around the new industrialized city(N₂), both home and abroad. The greater the power of the hub as gravity model, the more leisure and living time have in urban areas.

\[ R^2 = 0.9988 \]  

Fig. 2. Regression analysis of Central hub due to worker commuting and settlement(1) & the housing average price in hub cities near Plants for Economically Active People(3)

(1) Hubs near manufacturing facilities

Finally, it is due to EU policies that are reluctant to participate effectively and economically in the EU. Since the transition, Poland has achieved relatively economic development. Previous research on this has referred to Gomułka (2019) as Poland’s green island phenomenon. During 2001–2004 (1A), Poland’s GDP growth was the lowest among the eight transition economies in Central and Northern Europe. Between 2001 and 2015, the leaders of economic growth were Slovakia and Lithuania. Even Bulgaria, Latvia and Romania

Table 3. Housing price on PL & HU triangular hub cities [14]
achieved better results than Poland. With regard to the 2009–2015 (II) period, what differentiates Poland most is the banking crisis. This is especially true during the global financial crisis (2008–2009).

Poland is the only country in Europe that has not had a recession in the last decade and is called Europe’s “Green Island”. However, the new risks that Poland cannot technically narrow the development gap for most developed countries depends on the labor market [15], public debt and unusually fast liberal reforms. This suggests that as the labor market tightens, there is a wage pressure to increase inflation. As a result, commuters to Germany were expanded and their consumption increased in cities around Germany. In the end, the phenomenon of green islands developed into a hub for labor migration.

(2) Local Workforce Mobility

Despite the lowest tax cuts in the Eastern Europe, the demand for workforce remains. Poland is a country that actively promotes commercialization strategies. It is an incubator distributed in several places in Poland, and there are more than 10 places nationwide. Various support is provided by the government. The sixth partner for a German company employs more than 300,000 people (6,000). Poland accounts for 28.2% (2018) of Germany’s total exports and 22.4% of imports. Poland and Hungary, manufacturing partners in these German neighbors, ensured that the movement of the central hub created a triangular wheel plot for imports and exports. Therefore, the number of inter–state labor commuters is as important as the speed of inter–state trade.

4. Conclusion

The speed of trade between nations is such that the central hub city moves to the surrounding cities as large as the number of commuters between nations. So, Poland has a production capacity before the system change, but in the early days, foreign technology and capital were acute either it merged, or etc.

Conversely, this mobility for the welfare explains the reasons for building a hub city in Eastern Europe. And especially well–trained and inexpensive labor has very favorable conditions for communal market entry and production development.

Inhabited hub cities with wellbeing equipped culture is becoming more crowded than its production base. This’s a cause of chasm as the welfare system or equality is reduced overall each state. So they give a mobility to unemployed people in Western Europe as well as Eastern, such as Belarus, a neighboring in V4, for having secured a high supply and demand of human resources, making V4 a city hub of commercial wellbeing— developments.
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